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Bulk Sms Services
We provide bulk SMS (Short
Message Service) services that
works across all networks and
this is achieved by providing a
portal where our clients can
purchase SMS at a set price as they require and use our payment systems
indicated in our website.
We also provide the access process of the service and features of the packages
provided which include SMS scheduling, standard pricing across all networks,
branded messages, creation of contact
groups among others as explained in
our website.
In order to acquire more information
on the same CONTACT us via email
info@gbt.co.ke and get your question
answered. As our customer you have the choice to renew or update your SMS
package anytime anywhere using any device as long as it can access the web
platform.
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Features Of The Service
Every feature especially crafted to meet your communication needs. We have
features that are common across all organizations and others that are customized
to address the needs of specific organizations. For example, Bulk SMS for schools'
lets schools send exam results and fee balances to parents while ' Bulk SMS for
churches' lets churches serve daily bible quotes and verses to congregants.
Instant delivery of your messages. Need to send 1,000 messages? No problem. We
will have them sent in
seconds

and

then

provide

you

with

detailed delivery reports
showing who did and
who didn't receive your
message. What's more?
You can even download and print the reports.
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Branded messages across all networks. Send text messages with the name of your
organization as opposed to a number. For example, our organization is called,
GreenBear Technologies Ltd, then
all our text messages will be sent
with GreenBear as the sender
identifier.

Group-based contacts management. Our contacts manager lets you import
contacts from an Excel file and then organizes them into groups. For example, you
could have a group called
'Staff

Members'

that

contains contacts for your
members of staff. You can
have as many groups as
you want with each group
have infinite number of
members.
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Concatenated messages (longer than 160 characters); With our Bulk SMS
services, you can compose
messages of up to 480
characters (3 pages) and still
have them delivered as one
long

message

instead

of

delivering them separately.

Message scheduling.
When you send a message, Our Control Panel allows you to specify the date and
time when the message
should be sent. We'll store
the message for you and
then

have

it

sent

automatically. Later, you
can login to your account, go
to 'Sent Messages' and get a
comprehensive

delivery

report.
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Personalized SMS messages; Address the message recipients by name. Message
personalization
automatically
preferred

allows

you

include

salutation

and

to
your
the

person's name at the beginning of
the message. For example, Dear
Jane, Dear Lucy, Hi Mike et cetera.

Multiple account users. We even let you create subaccounts for your employees
or

different

departments

or

geographically-separated units. For
example, a subaccount for your
Mombasa-based team and another for
your Eldoret-based team.

Why You Should Sign Up
1)

Five Free SMS for Trial

2)

Able to Send Branded message with the name of your Org at the top

3)

Send exams result & Fee Balances Via SMS

4)

You can Send Longer Messages more than 160 Characters

5)

You can Schedule Messages and send them later

6)

Just a Click & Send to Multiple Recipient
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What We Deliver;
1) A web SMS platform that just keeps on giving.
From bulk contact uploads through to URL shortening tools, our bulk SMS
system Message box, gives you plenty of free tools to boost your SMS campaigns
and help you get the response that you want while offering a new channel of
consumer engagement.
2) Bulletproof IT systems
We’ve made a huge investment in our own IT infrastructure, making sure we
leave no stone unturned when it comes to providing a service that’s as reliable as
we can possibly make it.
3) Unlimited help and support
Our UK-based support team are here to help no matter what your query or
conundrum, we’ll do our best to answer it quickly and efficiently. Simply get in
touch.
4) Data protection
The security and protection of the data held in our systems is vital to us. We’ve
invested heavily to ensure that it's not compromised by any means. Our System
is monitored 24/7.
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Steps to Signing Up For Bulk Sms Services;
1) Access our website http://gbt.co.ke/ or by simply click here.
2) Access

the

bulk

Sms

webpage

from

our

website;

http://gbt.co.ke/home-5/ or click here, where you access the
registration buttons to proceed.
3) Fill in the registration details from our website in the register area
of the bulk Sms service http://bulksms.gbt.co.ke/register . Or
click here.
4) After filling the form, activate your account by clicking on the
link sent to your email address.
5) Sign in the account and enjoy the five free allocated demo Sms
provided and then communicate on other commitments to be
made which may include branding and additional of more Sms.

Acquiring The Services
You can choose to use our service and send bulk Sms bearing your company
initials of a word that does not exceed 11 characters with just one click across all
networks at a standard price.
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Follow the procedure above to acquire an account and try out the five free Sms
to recipients of your choice or even acquire your own branded Sms delivered to
your recipients just purchasing the Sms units and using our brand name as it
appears with the free Sms.
This service is also customized in some areas where one can use a customized view
of the school to send exam reports or even customized for sending bills.
You can also schedule for Sms to be released at a later date and time to multiple
individuals that works as a reminder of an upcoming event or reminder.

Mode Of Payment
You also make purchases from your account where there is step by step
procedure of doing so is simply and clearly outlined in every single step to make
the process easier for you and also displays the amount of units available in your
account to know exactly when to add more according to your usage.

Payment Rates
We require a one off fee for acquisition of the system and the rest is up to the
customer depending on the usage of the service as they purchase the Sms units
from our servers at a standard cost across all networks and delivery made without
any delays whatsoever.

Why Bulk SMS Service?
Today's competitive world demands to communicate instantaneously with your
present and prospective customers in a manner that is cheaper and reliable. Bulk
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SMS Service meets this need by enabling users to reach thousands of mobile
handsets within few seconds in one shot.
If you are new to sending Sms in bulk, our bulk Sms service is the best option to
start and experience the results first hand. If you are already using bulk Sms
solutions, then experience the quality of services offered by us. In any case try our
FREE 5 credits demo account now.

Using our online facility makes your work a lot easier. You DO NOT need to use
the traditional, old fashioned, outdated, and inefficient method to connect any
hardware nor do you need to connect a mobile phone to your computer to send
messages. An Internet connection with internet browser is sufficient to send
messages in bulk instantly.
We provide very reliable bulk SMS gateways for integration into software,
online portals, and other applications. Rely on us for fast, personalized, scalable,
and measurable Sms solutions... Start with a FREE 5 credits demo account now.
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